To avoid lifter failure, potential death and property damage, never exceed WLL (Working Load Limit).
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Dimensions are subject to manufacturing tolerance and change.

6" PIPE GRAB, STEEL PIPE, WLL 1,000 LB. (AN13A06-00A-PA)
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UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED, DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES

NOTES:
1. PART NO.: AN13A06-00A-PA, 6" PIPE GRAB, STEEL PIPE
2. WLL: 1,000 LB.
3. PROOF TESTED TO 200% (2,000 LB.) AND CERTIFIED
4. STANDARD SPECIFICATION # EAD21000A APPLIES
5. FINISH: SANDBLAST, PRIME AND PAINT SAFETY YELLOW
6. CALCULATED WEIGHT: 12 LB.
7. DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED TO MEET OR EXCEED ASME B30.20 AND BTH-1, DESIGN CATEGORY B, SERVICE CLASS 0.